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How to wear monochromatic outfits and look stylish…

First time doing it: start with darker, neutral colours like black, grey, brown, 

navy blue, burgundy or dark green 

Be careful with black: this colour has many hues looking different under day 

light so be sure to check your black outfit outside

Be aware of your proportions: use only the colours that flatter your body, 

your skin tone, your eyes and hair colour 

Pair different shades of the same colour

Wearing top to bottom one base colour: make one of the outfit pieces stick 

out, sheer top or tulle or fringe skirt 

Add pop-up colour or patterns accessory: shoes, bags, scarves 

Second time doing it: you don’t have to stick to neutrals, play with other 

colours hues too 

Try the so called ‘Canadian Tuxedo’: all denim, in one or more shades of it

Wear a dress in one colour: add the same colour or the same colour family 

coat and shoes 

Wear a suit: with accessories in the same colour family 

Show a little skin: wear a crop top to break up all black or all grey outfit 

Wear the same colour but mix textures to add dimension and 

completeness: denim and chiffon, leather and cotton, suede and silk, wool and

sequins

MONOCHROMATIC SECRETS



Point out the good parts of your body with the right shade of colour: bigger 

hips darker shade down and lighter up, long legs and bigger upper part lighter

shade skinny jeans with a lighter shade blouse  and same colour family 

elongated cardigan or draped sweater 

Balance and play with clothes proportions: ruffled top with fitted bottoms or 

wide pants or culottes with fitted top 

To bring the focus upward or toward your face: wear bottoms with a slightly 

darker shade and work your way up with lighter, brighter variations of that 

colour family 

When dressing monochromatically: your outfit has one uninterrupted line 

from head to toe that elongates your silhouette, making you appear slimmer 

and taller than you actually are. Great for petites and curvy ladies!  
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MONOCHROMATIC SECRETS

BONUS

 
so don’t be afraid to experiment!

No matter your shape or style,
monochromatic always looks sharp


